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Bundesliga Matchround 11 (9 - 11 Nov 2018)
Hannover 96 - VfL Wolfsburg (9 Nov 2018)
Head-to-Head
· Hannover 96 are winless in their last six Bundesliga encounters with VfL Wolfsburg (W0-D3-L3), after
winning six of the previous seven (W6-D0-L1).

· Last season, this exact fixture was won 1-0 by Wolfsburg. On 28 January 2018, Yunus Malli scored the
only goal of the match in the 72nd minute.

· Hannover 96 have lost each of their last three BL home matches against Die Wölfe and have been
outscored 8-1 in those three matches combined.

· Hannover 96's last Bundesliga home victory dates back to 10 August 2013, when the hosts triumphed
·

2-0. Leon Andreasen and Szabolcs Huszti scored for the hosts. Visiting Maximilian Arnold and Timm
Klose were both sent off.
Hannover 96 have lost their last three BL home matches against VfL Wolfsburg, after losing only three
of their first 12 home matches against these specific opponents.

Hannover 96
· Hannover 96 have won just one of their 10 BL matches this season (W1-D3-L6), a 3-1 home win over
VfB Stuttgart on 6 October.

· Hannover could claim only one win from their opening 11 matches of a BL season for the second time,
after 1988/89 (W1-D5-L5). They went on to finish bottom of the table that season.

· Hannover have lost just one of their last 12 BL home matches on a Friday (W5-D6-L1), a 3-1 defeat
against Hertha BSC on 6 November 2015.

· Hannover have kept only one clean sheet in their last 29 BL matches and none in their last eight, since
the goalless home draw against Borussia Dortmund on 31 August.

· Hannover have conceded a league-high 61 attempts on target this BL season.
· Only RB Leipzig's Timo Werner (14) has attempted more shots on target this BL season than Niclas
Füllkrug (13).

· Waldemar Anton is the only player to have completed all of Hannover's 10 BL matches this season.
· Manager André Breitenreiter played 24 Bundesliga matches for VfL Wolfsburg in 1998 and 1999.

VfL Wolfsburg
· VfL Wolfsburg have won just one of their last eight BL matches (W1-D3-L4), a 3-0 win at promoted
side Fortuna Düsseldorf on 27 October.

· Wolfsburg are winless in their last nine Bundesliga away matches on a Friday (W0-D4-L5), since a 1-0
win at Werder Bremen on 29 April 2011.

· Only RB Leipzig (90) and FC Bayern München (71) have conceded fewer shot attempts this BL season
than Wolfsburg (104).

· John Brooks and William are the only players to have completed all of Wolfburg's 10 BL matches this
season.

· Wout Weghorst has been caught offside a season-high 12 times this BL campaign.
· Maximilian Arnold has been fouled 25 times this BL season, more than any other player.
· Felix Klaus scored five goals in 46 Bundesliga matches for Hannover 96 between 2015 and 2018.
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SC Freiburg - 1. FSV Mainz 05 (10 Nov 2018)
Head-to-Head
· Each of the previous four Bundesliga meetings between these teams resulted in victory for the home
side, following a 3-2 Mainz away victory on 18 April 2015.

· SC Freiburg have defeated 1. FSV Mainz 05 in four of their 18 Bundesliga encounters. All four of those
victories came in home matches.

· Last season, this exact fixture resulted in a 2-1 home win. On 25 November 2017, Nils Petersen and
Florian Kath scored for the home side. Emil Berggreen netted for the visiting side.

· Last season, both of these teams finished on 36 points, three points above the drop zone.

SC Freiburg
· SC Freiburg are unbeaten in their last four Bundesliga home matches (W2-D2-L0), since losing their
opening home fixture of the season 2-0 to Eintracht Frankfurt on 25 August.

· In comparison, Freiburg have won only one of their five BL away matches this season (W1-D2-L2).
· Home and away, Freiburg have lost one of their last eight BL matches (W3-D4-L1), the 4-1 loss at FC
Augsburg on 30 September.

· Nils Petersen, Lucas Höler, Luca Waldschmidt and Jérôme Gondorf are top scorers of Freiburg this BL
·
·
·

season, with two goals each.
In total, nine different players have already scored a BL goal for Freiburg this season (excluding own
goals). Last year, they had 13 different goalscorers in the entire season.
Freiburg's players have a attempted a league-low 3381 passes this season. Only FC Augsburg (71%)
have a lower percentage of completed passes than Freiburg (73%).
Florian Niederlechner played 12 Bundesliga matches (0 goals) for Mainz in 2015/16.

1. FSV Mainz 05
· Last Sunday, FSV Mainz ended a six-match winless run in the BL by beating Werder Bremen 2-1 at
·
·
·
·
·
·

home.
Mainz could win successive BL matches for the first time since April-May, when they beat both RB
Leipzig and Borussia Dortmund.
Mainz are still winless away from home this BL season: W0-D1-L3.
Only twice have Mainz had a longer away winless run from the start of a BL season: 11 matches in
2017/18 and eight matches in 2006/07.
Mainz have only scored one away goal this BL season, Jean-Philippe Mateta's goal in their 1-1 draw at
1. FC Nürnberg on 1 September.
Mainz (996) are four goals shy of conceding their 1.000th Bundesliga goal. The first BL goal against
them was scored by Cacau in their 4-2 defeat at VfB Stuttgart on 8 August 2004.
Anthony Ujah and Jean-Philippe Mateta are Mainz's top scorers this BL season on two goals each.
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Fortuna Düsseldorf - Hertha BSC (10 Nov 2018)
Head-to-Head
· The last time these teams met in the top flight was in the 1990/91 when Fortuna Düsseldorf won both
league fixtures.

· This exact Bundesliga fixture was last played on 23 March 1991, when Fortuna Düsseldorf won 4-2 at
home. Thomas Allofs scored a brace for the home side that day.

· Fortuna Düsseldorf are undefeated in their last five BL matches (W3-D2-L0) against Hertha BSC,
following a 3-0 away defeat on 8 December 1979.

· Fortuna Düsseldorf have lost only one of their 11 BL home matches against Hertha BSC (W6-D4-L1), a
3-2 loss on 2 April 1977.

· These teams last met competitively in the 2. Bundesliga. In the 2010/11 season, Hertha won both
league encounters with Fortuna Düsseldorf.

Fortuna Düsseldorf
· Fortuna Düsseldorf have won just one of their 10 BL matches this season (W1-D2-L7), a 2-1 home win
over Hoffenheim on 15 September.

· Fortuna could claim only one win from their opening 11 matches of a BL season for the second time,
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

after 1995/96 (W1-D7-L3). They went on to finish in 13th place that season, four points clear from
relegation.
Fortuna Düsseldorf have lost their last six Bundesliga matches and can suffer seven defeats in a row
for the first time in the top flight since a 10-match losing streak in May-August 1991.
Fortuna have scored just one goal in their last five BL matches, a 53rd-minute strike by Dodi Lukebakio
in the 7-1 away defeat against Eintracht Frankfurt on 19 October.
Lukebakio (2) is the only player to have scored multiple Bundesliga goals for Düsseldorf this season.
Michael Rensing is the only player to have completed all of Düsseldorf's 10 BL matches this season.
Kaan Ayhan celebrates his 24th birthday on the day of the match. The last Düsseldorf player to score a
BL goal on his birthday was Ralf Dusend on 28 September 1985 (4-0 home win over Bayern München).
Alfredo Morales has committed 30 fouls this BL season, a joint league high alongside Augsburg's
André Hahn.
Morales made eight BL appearances for Hertha BSC in 2011/12. He won promotion from the
2.Bundesliga with the Berlin team in 2010/11.

Hertha BSC
· Hertha BSC are winless in their last four BL matches (W0-D3-L1), since a 2-0 home win over FC Bayern
·
·
·
·
·
·

München on 28 September.
Hertha could remain winless in five BL matches in a row for the first time since a seven-match winless
run from April-May 2016 (W0-D2-L5).
Only 1. FC Nürnberg (91) and VfB Stuttgart (96) have attempted fewer shots this BL season than
Hertha (98). The Berlin team have conceded the most shot attempts this Bundesliga season (167), but
only 8% of those resulted in a goal, a joint-league low alongside Mainz.
Hertha are the only team without a Bundesliga goal scored by a substitute this season.
Valentino Lazaro and Arne Maier are the only players to have completed all of Hertha's 10 BL matches
this season.
Ondrej Duda is Hertha's leading BL scorer this season on six goals. The last Slovakian player to score
more than six BL goals in a single campaign was Stanislav Šesták in 2008/09 (9 for VfL Bochum).
Vedad Ibiševic's last six Bundesliga goals have all come in home fixtures, including the four he has
scored in 2018/19. His last BL away goals came in Hertha's 2-0 win at Köln on 26 November 2017 (2
goals).
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1. FC Nürnberg - VfB Stuttgart (10 Nov 2018)
Head-to-head
· These teams last met in the Bundesliga in the 2013/14 season. 1. FC Nürnberg won 2-0 at home and
drew 1-1 away.

· This exact fixture was last played on 26 March 2014. 1. FC Nürnberg won 2-0 courtesy of a Josip Drmic
brace.

· VfB Stuttgart's last BL away victory at 1. FC Nürnberg dates back to 29 September 2012. Die Schwaben
won 2-0. Vedad Ibiševic scored the opening goal of the match after only 23 seconds.

· These teams last met competitively in 2016/17, in the 2. Bundesliga. VfB Stuttgart won both league
encounters that season, 3-1 at home and 3-2 away.

1. FC Nürnberg
· 1. FC Nürnberg have drawn their last two BL matches: 1-1 at home versus Eintracht Frankfurt and 2-2
·
·
·
·
·
·

at FC Augsburg.
Nürnberg could draw three successive top flight matches for the first time December 2013 (then also
three).
Nürnberg have lost only one of their five BL home matches this season (W2-D2-L1), the 3-1 defeat to
Hoffenheim on 20 October.
In contrast, Nürnberg are still winless away from home this campaign (W0-D2-L3).
Home and away, Nürnberg are winless in their last four BL matches (W0-D2-L2), since a 3-0 home
victory over Fortuna Düsseldorf on 29 September.
This BL season Hanno Behrens and Mikael Ishak are Nürnberg's top scorers on two goals each.
Behrens scored both his goals from the penalty spot. He could become the first player to score three
penalty goals for Nürnberg in a Bundesliga campaign since Timmy Simons netted three times from the
spot in 2012/13.

VfB Stuttgart
· VfB Stuttgart are bottom of the Bundesliga table alongside Fortuna Düsseldorf. Both have a W1-D2-L7
record and a goal difference of 6-24.

· Stuttgart's only victory this BL season was their 2-1 home victory over Werder Bremen on 29
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

September.
Stuttgart have lost all their three BL matches under manager Markus Weinzierl, by a 0-11 aggregate
scoreline.
Stuttgart could equal the team record of failing to score in four successive BL matches, previously set
from December 2014 - February 2015 and matched in December 2017
Stuttgart could lose five consecutive BL matches for the first time since losing seven in a row from
April 2016 - August 2017.
This BL season Mario Gómez is Stuttgart's top scorer on three goals.
Gómez has scored six goals in 11 BL appearances against 1. FC Nürnberg, but only one of those goals
came away from home (1-0 Stuttgart win on 3 November 2007).
Apart from Gómez, no other player has scored more than once for Stuttgart this BL season.
Ron-Robert Zieler has made a league-high 38 saves this BL season (Düsseldorf's Michael Rensing and
Mönchengladbach's Yann Sommer next, 37).
Daniel Didavi played 23 Bundesliga matches (9 goals) for Nürnberg in 2011/12.
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Werder Bremen - Borussia Mönchengladbach (10 Nov 2018)
Head-to-Head
· Werder Bremen have won only one of their last 11 Bundesliga encounters with Borussia
Mönchengladbach (W1-D3-L7), a 2-1 home triumph on 30 August 2015.

· Werder Bremen are winless in their last five BL meetings with Gladbach (W0-D1-L4). The last time
they failed to beat Die Fohlen in more than five straight was from 1971 to 1976 (11 in a row).

· After staying unbeaten in 24 successive BL home matches against Gladbach from 1988 to 2014,
Werder Bremen have now lost three of their last four BL matches hosting these specific opponents.

· Last season, this exact fixture was won 2-0 by Gladbach. On 15 October 2017, Lars Stindl (27') and
Jannik Vestergaard (34') netted for the visitors.

Werder Bremen
· Werder Bremen have lost their last two BL matches and can suffer three straight defeats for the first
·
·
·
·
·

time in the top flight since a five-match losing streak under former manager Alexander Nouri from
May-August 2017.
Werder have lost just one of their 17 BL home matches under current manager Florian Kohfeldt (W8D8-L1), a 6-2 defeat against Bayer Leverkusen in their most recent home fixture on 28 October.
Theodor Gebre Selassie and Maximilian Eggestein are the only players to have completed all of
Werder's 10 BL matches this season.
Last week against Mainz (2-1 defeat), 40-year-old Claudio Pizarro became the first player to score
multiple BL goals after his 40th birthday.
Max Kruse scored 23 goals in 66 BL appearances for Borussia Mönchengladbach from 2013-2015.
Kruse has only scored more BL home goals against Hannover 96 (5) than against Gladbach (4).

Borussia Mönchengladbach
· Borussia Mönchengladbach have collected 20 points from their first 10 matches this Bundesliga
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

season. The last time they had 23 or more points after 11 matchrounds was in 1987/88 (25 points, all
seasons recalculated to three points per win).
Gladbach have lost just one of their last six BL matches (W4-D1-L1), a 3-1 defeat at SC Freiburg in their
most recent away fixture on 26 October.
Gladbach have won only one of their last 10 BL away matches (W1-D4-L5), a 3-0 victory at FC Bayern
München on 6 October.
Gladbach have scored at least once in each of their last 16 BL matches, currently the longest running
scoring streak by any Bundesliga team.
Gladbach's last longer scoring streak in the Bundesliga was a run of 22 matches with at least one goal
from August 1985 to February 1986.
Thorgan Hazard has scored in each of Gladbach's last three BL matches (4 goals total). Earlier this
season, Alassane Pléa netted in four matches in a row for Die Föhlen.
Hazard could score in four league appearances in a row for the first time in his career (Gladbach, Zulte
Waregen, RC Lens).
Raffael has scored eight BL goals against Werder Bremen, more than he has scored against any other
opponent (7 against Stuttgart and Dortmund).
Lars Stindl has scored a personal-high seven BL goals against Werder Bremen, including five in away
fixtures.
Dieter Hecking has only won more BL matches as a manager against Hertha BSC (12) than against
Werder Bremen (11).
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TSG 1899 Hoffenheim - FC Augsburg (10 Nov 2018)
Head-to-head
· Hoffenheim are unbeaten in their last six Bundesliga encounters with FC Augsburg (W4-D2-L0)
following a 3-1 away defeat on 1 February 2015.

· Hoffenheim have not lost any of their previous seven BL home matches against FC Augsburg (W3-D4·
·
·

L0). The only BL opponents Hoffenheim have hosted more often without ever losing are Hannover 96
(W7-D2-L0).
There are three Bundesliga opponents FC Augsburg have visited seven times without ever winning:
Hoffenheim (W0-D4-L3), Bayer Leverkusen (W0-D3-L4) and Schalke 04 (W0-D1-L6).
Last season, this exact fixture finished a 2-2 draw, On 14 October 2017, Benjamin Hübner and Mark
Uth netted for the hosts. The visitors benefited from a Kevin Vogt own goal and Michael Gregoritsch
also netted for them.
Hoffenheim have kept a clean sheet in half (7 of 14) of their Bundesliga matches against FC Augsburg.

TSG 1899 Hoffenheim
· Hoffenheim could win four successive BL matches for the first time since their joint-club record run of
five in September-October 2016.

· Hoffenheim have scored at least three goals in each of their last three BL matches (W3-D0-L0). They
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

could equal the team record of scoring at least three goals in four successive BL matches, set in
October-November 2008.
Hoffenheim last dropped points in the BL on 7 October, when they were beaten 2-1 at home by
Eintracht Frankfurt.
Joelinton has scored in each of Hoffenheim's last two BL matches (3 goals in total). Ádám Szalai was
the last Hoffenheim player to score in three BL matches in a row (May - September 2018).
Szalai (49) is one short of scoring his 50th Bundesliga goal. He is already the all-time top scorer from
Hungary in the BL.
Szalai has scored five BL goals against FC Augsburg. Together with Mainz (also 5 goals) they are his
favourite opponents in the BL in terms of scoring.
This BL season Reiss Nelson is Hoffenheim's top scorer on five goals.
Nelson has only made six BL appearances for Hoffenheim so far. Only two Hoffenheim players
managed to score more goals in their first seven BL appearances for the club: Vedad Ibiševic (7 goals)
and Anthony Modeste (6).
Kevin Vogt played 56 Bundesliga matches (2 goals) for FC Augsburg from 2012-2014.

FC Augsburg
· FC Augsburg have lost only one of their last six BL matches (W2-D3-L1), the 4-3 defeat at Borussia
Dortmund on 6 October.

· Augsburg won their last BL away match 2-1 at Hannover 96. They could win successive BL away
·
·
·
·

matches for the first time since April 2016, when they beat Werder Bremen (2-1) and VfL Wolfsburg
(2-0) respectively.
Only Borussia Mönchengladbach (8) have scored more set piece goals than Augsburg (7) this season,
while only Bayer Leverkusen (8) have conceded more set piece goals than Augsburg (7).
Alfred Finnbogason (6) only chases Thorgan Hazard (7, Mönchengladbach), Sébastien Haller (7,
Frankfurt), Luka Jovic (7, Frankfurt) and Paco Alcácer (7, Dortmund) for top scorer honours this BL
season.
Finnbogason's six goals in five appearances this season are already half of the 12 goals he scored in 22
BL appearances for Augsburg last season.
André Hahn and Fortuna Düsseldorf's Alfredo Morales have committed a league-high 30 fouls this
season.
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· Jonathan Schmid scored four goals in 23 Bundesliga appearances for Hoffenheim in 2015/16.
· Christoph Janker played 17 Bundesliga matches for Hoffenheim between 2006 and 2009.
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Borussia Dortmund - FC Bayern München (10 Nov 2018)
Head-to-Head
· Borussia Dortmund and FC Bayern München will meet for the 99th time in the Bundesliga and for the
·
·
·
·
·

50th time in Dortmund. Both sides have won 15 of their previous 49 BL encounters in Dortmund (19
draws).
Bayern München won all of their four encounters with Borussia Dortmund last season: 3-1 (away) and
6-0 (at home) in the Bundesliga, 2-1 in the DFB-Pokal round of Last 16 and a victory after penalties in
the Supercup (2-2 after regular time).
Bayern can win four successive Bundesliga matches against Dortmund for the first time since a run of
five victories between 1968 and 1970.
Bayern have won three of their last five BL away matches at Borussia Dortmund (W3-D1-L1). They had
claimed three victories in their 13 BL away matches at BVB prior to this run (2001-2013).
Only Werder Bremen (26) have won more Bundesliga matches against Bayern than Dortmund (24).
Bayern recorded their biggest ever Bundesliga victory against Borussia Dortmund, an 11-1 home win
on 27 November 1972.

Borussia Dortmund
· Borussia Dortmund are the only team still unbeaten this Bundesliga season: W7-D3-L0.
· They could equal their longest unbeaten run from the start of a BL campaign: 11 matches in 2002/03,
when they suffered their first defeat in their 12th fixture, 2-1 at Bayern München.

· Dortmund have won five of their last six BL matches, with the only exception in that run a 2-2 home
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

draw against Hertha BSC on 27 October.
Dortmund have scored 11 goals in the final 15 minutes of their Bundesliga matches this season, at
least five more than any other side (Nürnberg next, 6).
Substitutes have scored a league-high 10 goals for Borussia Dortmund this Bundesliga season
(Hoffenheim next, 5). In the entire 2017/18 BL campaign, Bayern München and Leipzig (both 10) had
most goals by substitutes.
Dortmund's record for most goals by substitutes in a single Bundesliga season is 12 in 2008/09.
Paco Alcácer has scored seven Bundesliga goals this season in 207 minutes played, an average of 30
minutes per goal.
Alcácer (7 goals) can become the second player to score (at least) eight goals in his first six BL
appearances, after Gert Dörfel in 1963/64 (8 for HSV).
Alcácer has scored six of his seven goals this season as a substitute. He is three goals short of the
record for most goals by a substitute in one BL season: nine by Nils Petersen in 2016/17 (Freiburg) and
Ionel Ganea in 2002/03 (Stuttgart).
Only Frankfurt's Sébastien Haller (12 - 7 goals and 5 assists) has been involved in more BL goals this
season than 18-year-old Jadon Sancho (10 - 4 goals and 6 assists).
Sancho (4 goals) can become the third player under the age of 19 to score (at least) five BL goals for
Dortmund in one season, after Mario Götze (6) in 2010/11 and Daniel Simmes (5) in 1984/85.
With 96%, Julian Weigl has the highest pass accuracy of all players with a minimum of 20 passes in the
BL this season.
Mario Götze (22 goals, 73 BL matches) and Sebastian Rode (3 goals, 38 BL matches) both have a
history at Bayern München.

FC Bayern München
· FC Bayern München are on 20 points after 10 matchrounds, their lowest tally at this stage of a BL
·

season since 2010/11 (then 15 points).
Bayern have won four of their five BL away matches this season, with the only exception in that run a
2-0 defeat at Hertha BSC on 28 September.
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· Bayern have failed to keep a clean sheet in each of their last six BL matches and could concede in
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

seven in a row within a single top flight campaign for the first time since November-December 2006
(then also 7).
Bayern have attempted 174 shots this BL season, at least 16 more than any other team (Leipzig next,
158). They have conceded a league-low 71 shot attempts this term.
Bayern are the only team to have had more possession than their opponents in all their 10 BL matches
this season.
With 87%, Bayern München have the highest pass accuracy of all teams in the BL this season.
Joshua Kimmich (690), Thiago (680) and Niklas Süle (664) are the top-three players with most
completed passes this BL season.
Kimmich and goalkeeper Manuel Neuer are the only players to have completed all of Bayern's 10 BL
matches this season.
Robert Lewandowski has scored 10 goals in eight BL appearances against Borussia Dortmund. He has
only scored more BL goals for Bayern against Wolfsburg (14) and Augsburg (11) than against BVB (10).
Lewandowski scored 74 goals in 131 BL matches for Dortmund from 2010-2014.
Thomas Müller has scored three goals from his last four shots on target against Dortmund in the BL.
On 12 September 2009, Müller scored his first two BL goals in Bayern's 5-1 away win over Dortmund.
Mats Hummels scored 19 goals in 225 BL appearances for Borussia Dortmund from 2008-2016.
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RB Leipzig - Bayer 04 Leverkusen (11 Nov 2018)
Head-to-head
· RB Leipzig won their first two Bundesliga meetings with Bayer 04 Leverkusen in 2016/17 (3-2 away, 10 at home), but failed to win both encounters in 2017/18.

· On 9 April 2018, Leverkusen won 4-1 at Red Bull Arena. Marcel Sabitzer scored the opener for the
·

home side, but Kai Havertz, Julian Brandt, Panagiotis Retsos and Kevin Volland secured the victory for
the visitors.
Their first encounter in 2017/18 finished 2-2. Timo Werner (12') and Emil Forsberg (54') both scored
from the spot for Leipzig. Leon Bailey (44') and Kevin Volland (74') scored the goals for Leverkusen,
while Benjamin Henrichs received a red card (52').

RB Leipzig
· RB Leipzig are unbeaten in nine BL matches (W5-D4-L0), since losing their opening match of the
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

season 4-1 at Borussia Dortmund.
Leipzig have had only one longer unbeaten run in the Bundesliga, when they avoided defeat in their
first 13 top flight matches from August to December 2016.
Leipzig are currently on a club record run of four successive Bundesliga fixtures without a goal
conceded.
The last player to score a BL goal against Leipzig was Hoffenheim's Andrej Kramaric, as he scored a
90+3rd minute penalty in Leipzig's 2-1 away victory in Sinsheim.
Timo Werner is Leipzig's top scorer this BL season on six goals. He scored a brace in three of his 10
appearances this campaign.
Among Germans, only Borussia Dortmund's Marco Reus (13) has scored more BL goals in 2018.
Werner is tied for second place with Niclas Füllkrug (Hannover 96) and Mario Gómez (VfB Stuttgart),
all on 11 goals.
Werner himself has only scored more BL goals in a single calendar year in 2017 (20) and 2016 (12).
Yussuf Poulsen has scored four goals for Leipzig this season. His best goals return for an entire
Bundesliga campaign is five goals in 29 appearances for Leipzig in 2016/17.

Bayer 04 Leverkusen
· Since losing their opening two away matches of this BL season against Borussia Mönchengladbach and
·
·
·
·
·

Bayern München, Bayer Leverkusen are now unbeaten in their last three league away fixtures (W2D1-L0).
Leverkusen's most recent BL away match was their 6-2 victory over Werder Bremen on 28 October.
Bayer Leverkusen have conceded a league-high eight goals from set-piece situations this BL season.
Karim Bellarabi has scored in each of Leverkusen's last three Bundesliga matches. The last Leverkusen
player to score in four top flight matches in a row was Kevin Volland in November-December 2017.
Bellarabi, Volland and Kai Havertz are Leverkusen's top scorers this BL season on three goals each.
Only Fortuna Düsseldorf's Matthias Zimmermann (39) has won more tackles this BL season than
Wendell (34).
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Eintracht Frankfurt - FC Schalke 04 (11 Nov 2018)
Head-to-Head
· Eintracht Frankfurt are unbeaten in their last seven Bundesliga home matches against Schalke (W3D4-L0), since a 4-1 defeat on 6 March 2010.

· Frankfurt only have a longer active home unbeaten Bundesliga run against Fortuna Düsseldorf (12,
·
·
·

1980-running). Schalke 04 are only waiting for a win in more BL away matches at FC Bayern München
(9, 2009-running).
Frankfurt lost their final match of the 2017/18 Bundesliga season 1-0 at Schalke (goal Guido
Burgstaller).
Frankfurt can lose back-to-back Bundesliga matches against Schalke for the first time since a run of
five defeats between 2008 and 2010.
Eintracht Frankfurt and Schalke also met in last year's DFB-Pokal. Frankfurt beat Schalke 1-0 (goal Luka
Jovic) in the semifinals at Veltins-Arena and went on to beat Bayern 3-1 in the final.

Eintracht Frankfurt
· Eintracht Frankfurt are unbeaten in their last five BL matches (W4-D1-L0), since a 3-1 loss at Borussia
Mönchengladbach on 26 September.

· No team has collected more points in the last five BL matchrounds than Frankfurt (13, Dortmund also
13).

· Eintracht Frankfurt can score (at least) four goals in three Bundesliga home matches in a row for the
first time since May-August 1982.

· Frankfurt can keep a clean sheet in consecutive BL matches for the first time since March-April 2017.
· If all matches ended at half-time, Frankfurt would top the BL table this season on 20 points (W6-D2L2).

· Luka Jovic and Sébastien Haller have both scored seven goals this Bundesliga season, joint-most
·
·
·

alongside Dortmund's Paco Alcácer and Gladbach's Thorgan Hazard. Jovic has scored all his seven
goals from open play.
With seven goals and five assists, Haller (12) has been directly involved in the most Bundesliga goals
this season. Last term, Haller (9 goals, 4 assists) had a hand in 13 BL goals (31 appearances).
Only Dortmund's Jadon Sancho (6) has provided more assists in the BL this season than Haller (5).
Haller has scored in each of his last three BL matches and can find the net in four league appearances
in a row for the first time in his career (Frankfurt, FC Utrecht, AJ Auxerre).

FC Schalke 04
· FC Schalke 04 have suffered six defeats this Bundesliga campaign (W3-D1-L6), only one shy of their
total of last season (7 defeats).

· Schalke started their 2018/19 BL campaign with five consecutive defeats, but suffered just one more
loss in their next five league fixtures (W3-D1-L1).

· Only Augsburg (155) have committed more fouls this BL season than Schalke (140). And only
Wolfsburg (23) have received more yellow cards this league campaign than Die Königsblauen (22).

· Schalke players have been caught offside a season-high 32 times this BL campaign.
· Daniel Caligiuri can make his 250th BL appearance and his 60th for Schalke 04.
· Naldo has scored six BL goals against Eintracht Frankfurt, a joint-personal high. He has also scored six
top flight goals versus Dortmund.

· Bastian Oczipka (2 goals in 146 BL matches), Omar Mascarell (1 goal in 37 BL matches) and Ralf
Fährmann (18 BL matches) all played for Eintracht Frankfurt in the top flight.
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